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Nature Notes
By Marjorie Richman

Brood Parasites

A bird’s life is not easy. Besides predation they have to worry 
about injustice. Birds? Injustice? Of course, there are no law 
courts in the bird world, but there are outlaws. The story of 
how these criminals operate could be the subject of any TV 
true crime serious. There are tales of outrageous acts and in-
nocent victims. 

 The birds I’m referring to don’t raise their own chicks. 
It is not exactly known why certain species have adopted this 
survival practice, but it does give them more time for foraging 
and, of course, for producing eggs. Instead of wasting energy 
building nests and feeding their own hungry chicks, they put 
their eggs in the nests of other birds and let the involuntary 
hosts raise the chicks. 

 Such nefarious birds are 
called “brood parasites.” They are 
everywhere: North and South 
America, Europe and Asia. Rath-
er isolated Australia seems to lead 
the world in the number of brood 
parasite species. We have our own 
local brood parasite here in the 
Mid-Atlantic, the brown-headed 
cowbird. The cowbird’s behavior is 
a good example of how brood par-
asites infiltrate a nest and ensure 
the success of their own species. 

 A female cowbird will tar-
get the nests of many of our fa-
vorite songbirds. Some cowbirds 
are picky; they will spend hours 
sizing up the health and energy of 
prospective foster parents. Timing 
is important. She must observe 
when a potential victim lays her 
eggs and determine when they 
will hatch. Cowbird eggs have a 
shorter incubation period than 
those of most species and their 
chicks develop faster. If her chicks hatch a few days earlier 
than those of the host, the cowbird chicks will be bigger, hun-
grier and more aggressively demanding when food is being 
distributed, giving the cowbird’s chicks an obvious advantage 
in the race for survival. If the timing is not quite right and she 
really wants to use the nest, she has another option: she can 

simply destroy the host’s eggs so that the birds will have to 
start over and she can try again. 

 Once she selects a victim, the cowbird will wait for the 
host birds to leave the nest. If she gets impatient, she might 
encourage them to leave by mimicking the sound of a pred-
ator, such as a hawk. She has to work fast during the breed-
ing season. A cowbird lays about 40 eggs, far more than her 
victims. In a single year she must parasitize several nests to 
accommodate all of them. 

 Why don’t the birds destroy foreign eggs before they 
hatch? Researchers wondered about this. Many birds, it was 
found, lack the ability to recognize foreign eggs. Those who 
do see the difference may take action either by puncturing the 
eggs or throwing them out of the nest. This strategy may not 
work out well for the host birds. It seems the female cowbird 

does not abandon her eggs, she is 
watching. If her eggs are purposely 
destroyed, she has been known to 
take vengeance either by punctur-
ing the hosts’ eggs or destroying 
their nest entirely. Birds who have 
suffered cowbird retaliation often 
choose to raise the foreign chicks 
and hope for the best. 

 Miraculously, cowbird chicks 
become mature cowbirds, not 
members of the species that raised 
them. They learn cowbird calls, 
mate with other cowbirds, and 
become good brood parasites. 
One might think they would im-
print on their foster parents and 
learn the behaviors and songs of 
the host species. They do not be-
cause the female cowbird visits 
all her parasitized nests and con-
tacts her offspring via special calls 
while they are still in the host nest. 
Researchers call these calls, “pass-
words”. Somehow the chicks relate 
to her calls rather than to those of 

their foster parents, an amazing adaptation in the auditory 
regions of their brains. Otherwise, there would be few brood 
parasites alive today, and that’s not the case. 

 I’ve painted a pretty bleak picture of the female cow-
bird. I have characterized her as lazy, sneaky and cruel. While 
her victims work hard to feed her voracious chicks, she sits in 

Cowbird (f ) – photo by Kurt Schwarz
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a tree nearby calling to them. If her intentions are thwarted, 
she is vengeful. All true, but there is another view. 

 As we know, life in nature is an evolutionary arms race. 
Let’s give the female cowbird a bit of credit for her intelli-
gence and her ability to deal with the difficulties she faces. She 
is not a welcome guest in any neighborhood. If spotted, an 
alert is sounded and she will be 
mobbed. If caught, she will not 
survive. If a nest is parasitized, 
the host birds may build a new 
nest with narrow openings that 
she can’t enter or, if she enters, 
she is trapped. A helpless brood 
parasite is not treated gently. 

 The female cowbird must 
be a skillful cheat and a patient 
watcher. She has to spend hours 
observing promising nests while 
keeping out of sight. If she mis-
takes the timing, her eggs may 
hatch too late and the chicks will 

not be able to compete with the host’s chicks for food. Plac-
ing eggs in a nest exposes her to predation and she must visit 
many nests during the breeding season. She has to remember 
the location of all the nests that contain her eggs and make 
sure she is not putting eggs in a previously parasitized nest. 
Otherwise her earlier eggs will hatch before eggs deposited 

later, and her offspring will be 
competing with each other for 
food. Once the chicks hatch, she 
has to monitor the all her nests 
to ensure that her chicks know 
they are cowbirds. 

 In short, the female cow-
bird has to have a great deal of 
intelligence, a good memory, 
and stealth. Parasitism requires 
an exotic set of skills, although 
perhaps the kind one associates 
with the mafia rather than birds. 
Perhaps we shouldn’t judge raw 
nature, but it is tempting. Cowbirds (m) at feeder – photo by Kurt Schwarz

The pandemic disrupted many aspects of life over the past 
year. Organized activities like the nature walks were put on 
hold. Even though the organized walks were suspended, the 
park was open. One could continue to view nature, but not 
as a group activity. It was a rewarding endeavor since nature 
continued to put on a show as it always has.

 Last year, butterfly activity was lower in the early sum-
mer, but picked up by late July. Their activity this spring has 
been increasing as the weather warms. A section upstream of 
the Devil’s Alley campground was an excellent area to view 
their activity this May. The juniper hairstreak butterflies with 
their vibrant green coloring were a highlight. They were ac-
tive in large numbers. Like some butterflies, their brood was 
active for a short period of time before they are gone. Another 
brood is expected in mid-summer. Other colorful butterflies 
to anticipate in the summer include great spangled fritillary, 
monarchs and tawny emperors.

 Dragonflies and damselflies activity is increasing as the 
weather warms. They can be observed patrolling over the ca-
nal, obelisking to cool off on very hot days, or basking to max-
imize sun exposure on days that aren’t quite warm enough for 

them. Halloween pennants, blue dashers, eastern pondhawks 
and ebony jewelwing are perennial favorites.

 Different types of wildflowers bloom throughout the 
year. In the spring bluebell carpet some areas of the park. 
Others such as golden ragwort take over when they subside. 
Cardinal flower add splashes of vibrant red color during the 
summer. Asters and goldenrods predominate in the autumn.

 Bird watching can be done year-round. The park is an 
excellent location to watch them. Migrants can be observed 
passing through the region. Indigo buntings are a colorful fa-
vorite. Belted kingfishers can be observed streaking from one 
place to another. The “kwirr” from red-bellied woodpeckers 
can be heard throughout the year. Baby wood ducks, geese 
and turkeys are always a pleasure to see in the spring.

 Due to the vaccination effort restrictions are being re-
laxed. Relaxed restrictions will allow group activities such as 
the nature walks to resume. As dates are set, the C&O Canal 
Association calendar will be updated. Anyone with a passion 
for nature is invited to lead a walk. Coordinate with the C&O 
Canal Association’s nature committee to arrange an outing.

Nature Walks Will Return Soon
By Paul Petkus


